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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF MERIDIAN1 SINUS-TYPE 
UNITS IN THE CENTRAL EQUATORIAL REGION OF MARS: 
Edwin L. Strickland 111, 12717 Bullick Hollow Rd., Austin, TX 78726 

Classification and mapping of surficial units m the central equatorial r e o n  of Mars 
(30% - 20°s, 57'~-75%) using enhanced color images and Mars Cmsortium data (1, 2) identified 
four major colorldlbedo units in the dark, reddish-gray regions that form the classical dark 
dll>edo mark-Lngs of Mars, including Meridiani Sinus. The darkest, least red (relatively '%blue") 
materials form splotches (sane with dune forms) in craters, inter-crater depressions, and parts 
of Vdles Marineris. These form the "Dark Blue" Meridiani unit. Abundant materials that have 
higher dlbedos and are .mewhat redder than the "Dark Blue" unit have uniquely high 
green/ (violettred) color ratios in Viking Orbiter images. These materials, named "Green-blue" 
Meridiani, s m  and mix with "Dark Blue" Meridiani patches and are abudant on crater rim 
and local elevations. Discontinuous, patchy deposits with still higher Wcs arid much redder 
colors have rnrphologies characteristic of the Tjpe Lb bright depositional dust streaks and 
sheets that were classified by Thaaas et al. (3) These dust deposits, which appear to bf opti- 
cally thin and patchy and are darker and not as red as other Tpe  Lb dust deposits on Mars, and 
their Meridian? substrates, were designated the "Red'' Meridiani unit. Distinctive deposits that 
form highly eroded mesas and esaqmnts in northern Meridiani Sinus were named "Light Blue" 
Meridiani since they are not as red as other materials with moderately high albedos. Large areas 
dcminated by these units form Meridiani h-ovince (2) in the central equatorial region of Mars. 
This abstract presents a systematic interpretation of these units ' properties based on currently 
available remote sensing data. 

Meridian1 Frovince is daninated by dark, relatively "blue" and d d i z e d  mafic materials, 
probably derived fran basalt or other mafic rocks. Expceed surfaces are usually partially coated 
with a mixture of a spectrally distinct weathering prcduct (41, pmbably derived fran the Mid- 
iani materials, plus scme of the glabally distributed "red" dust. Surf ace thermal emissivities 
are variable and are highly correlated with albedo: visible amounts of the "red" dust and the 
weathering coatings sharply increase emissivity over the circa. 0.9 values (5) of the ' k k  Blue" 
unit's. 

The darkest and least "red" surfaces of the '"Dark Blue" Midiani unit may be nearly free 
of the weathering coatings and dust because a highly mabile surface anpment, mast likely fine 
sand, ejects dust and abrades any weathered grain coatings. The "Dark Blue" unit accumulates in 
topographic laws, and Wtanetric data (6) indicates that it is smoother than most units in the 
study area, cansistent with m t  deposits being dunes and sand sheets. The darkest splotches 
have unusually high thermal inertias (7) , but do not have high rock abundances. The highest 
observed inertias require that the splotches mtain particles frcm coarse sand to pebbles in 
size or are partially cemented, but the splotches' ability to eject dust indicates that a highly 
mobile finer ccmponent is present 

!Re "Green-blue" and   red" Midiani units' colors are attributed to the presence of abun- 
dant but optically thin "green" weathering coatings (4) and "red" dust, respectively. Their 
theraodl inertias are not distinctive in the available data. TIE "Green-blue" Meridiani present 
in the Ma-region ? 3 p  11 splotch-related crater streaks is apparently mobile arid was probably 
deflated £ran source splotches of "Dark Blue" 13eridiani (8). It may be finer grained, possibly 
well sorted, and may mtain miderable armunts of the "green" weathering product despite its 
mobility. "Green-blue" and especially the 'WRed" units within Meridiani Province may be rela- 
tively immobile, and may be fine-grained but weakly cemented material that does not readily eject 
dust or weathering coatings. Other deposits of these units could be coarse lag deposits, 
depleted of mobile fine-grainect sand and equally unable to eject dust. Both deposits ' photo- 
metric properties (6) indicate that they are ra@er than "Dark Blue" Meridiani, cansisterit with 
partially cemented and then eroded sand or coarse lag dewits. 
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Thermdl inertias of Meridiani surfaces decrease with elevatior: considerably mre than 
expected for unhnded s-ts (9) . W s  could be due to elevation-dependat particle size 
sorting, but data outside the study area suggests that high inertia materials are under-repre- 
sented at relatively high elevations in the study area. Rock abundances (10) are highly vari- 
able, but high abmdances are not characteristic of the province within the study area. W l  
amwits of afternm cooling are cowistent with d l  or locally restricted thermal inertia 
increases in the top centimeters of Meridiani surfaces (11) , but not the widespread presence of 
bedrock under less than abu t  10 cm of sand. 

'Zight Blw" Meridiani, found only within northern Sinus Meridiani, is a high inertia, 
pmbably partially lithified, eolian deposit. It mixes with "Green-blue" Neridiani, and while 
relatively "red", has higher violet albedos than the "Red" Meridiani dust. The pure 'Zight Blue" 
unit may not have been sampled at kilaaeter resolution in available colorimetric data (12). 
Therefore, it is unclear whether it is a spectrally distinctive "blue" unit with a high albedo 
and unusually law green color-ratios (the reverse of the "Green-blue" unit) , or a very high 
albedo "red" dust-related material exposed in at most a 50-50 (or so) d c  with the "Green- 
blue" unit. ?he d y  color/albedo unit with major topographic relief in the st* area, this 
highly distinctive material deserves cancentrated study. 

The bulk of the Midiani h-ovince materials show no systematic regional color/albedo 
variations suggestive of r e g i d  canpcsitim variations. This could mean that the bulk of these 
materials have been transported and mixed on at least subglobal scales and are not locally 
derived. bmver, discrimination of smdll color/dlbedo differences between Meridiani materials 
f m  different igneous m c e s  may be impossible with Viking-like color cameras in the presence 
of the amtamination of weathering products and dust depsits. Until the mapping 
spedmneters of the Man M e r  and other future missions start returning data, earthbased 
spectral abservations, and pcssibly Vim color abservations of the darkest, least contaminated 
splotches, may be the d y  means, of searching for regicmd cangositicn variations of Meridiani- 
typemafic sediments onMan. 

Hare rewarding m k  clearly pcsible with Viking data is research directed at understand- 
ing the re1atj.cn between the thennal properties of Midiani materials and their mrpholcgy, 
mbi l i t y ,  colors, and photanetric properties. Within Mdiani F'rovince, thermal inertias are 
uniquely poorly correlated with albedos, except for the high inertias of many intra-crater "Dark 
Blue" Heridiani splotches. It should be possible to discriminate between the propxed physical 
models of "Green-blue" and "Red" Meridiani with Vik ing  data. It should also be possible to char- 
acterize and better understand the currently okcure causes of the regional and global variations 
in thermdl inertias and rock abundances of the ncm-splotch Meridiani materials. 
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